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Spectroscopic determination of the magnetic-field distribution
in an imploding plasma

G. Davara, L. Gregorian, E. Kroupp, and Y. Maron
Faculty of Physics, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, 76100, Israel

~Received 4 November 1997; accepted 13 November 1997!

The time-dependent radial distribution of the magnetic field in a high densityz-pinch plasma has
been determined by observation of the contribution of the Zeeman effect to the spectral profiles of
ionic emission lines. The dominance of the line profiles by the Stark broadening required
high-accuracy profile measurements and the use of polarization spectroscopy. The plasma implodes
in .600 ns, and the field distribution was measured up to 90 ns before stagnation on axis. During
the implosion the plasma was found to conduct the entire circuit current. By comparing the data to
the solution of the magnetic diffusion equation the electrical conductivity of the plasma was
determined, found to be in agreement with the Spitzer value. These measurements, together with our
previously measured ion velocity distributions, allowed for the determination of the time-dependent
relative contributions of the magnetic and thermal pressure to the ion radial acceleration across the
plasma shell. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~98!01704-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hot and dense plasmas produced in pulsed-power-dr
z-pinch devices have been extensively investigated over
past several decades due to their relevance to contro
nuclear fusion research,1–5 x-ray laser research,6 x-ray
lithography,7,8 and radiation sources.2 A z-pinch load, typi-
cally consisting of a cylindrical gas column or of a wi
array, is imploded by the magnetic pressure which is p
duced by the axial current. At stagnation, the kinetic ene
of the imploding plasma is converted to heating and rad
tion.

Knowledge of the magnetic-field distribution in
z-pinch plasma is of high importance since the plasma-fi
interaction plays a key role in determining the characteris
of the pinch core and the efficiency of the energy coupling
the plasma. Various theoretical models and simulat
schemes of z-pinch plasmas1,9,10 strongly rely on the
magnetic-field distribution for predictions of the hydrod
namic and atomic processes in the plasma. Furthermore
termination of the magnetic-field distribution can serve
studying the properties of the imploding plasma. Recen
the Faraday rotation technique has been used to measur
magnetic field within a radius of<0.5 mm in a metallic wire
explosionz-pinch experiment.11

In this report, we describe the time-dependent meas
ments of the magnetic-field distribution throughout the i
plosion phase of a moderate density, gas-puffz-pinch
plasma, using observations of the Zeeman effect contribu
to the spectral profiles of line emission from various char
state oxygen ions. The field distribution allowed for det
mining the plasma electrical conductivity, for the first time
such imploding plasmas. We used the experimentally
tained time-dependent boundary conditions to solve a o
dimensional~1D! magnetic diffusion equation, which gave
conductivity consistent with the Spitzer value, known fro
the independently determined electron temperature. The
1061070-664X/98/5(4)/1068/8/$15.00
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rent density obtained from the magnetic-field distributi
was compared to the total discharge current, independe
measured by a Rogowski loop, where it was found that up
60 ns before the pinch most of the current flows within t
imploding plasma column. Furthermore, the obtainedJ3B
forces across the plasma shell are compared to the total r
acceleration of various charge-state ions previously obse
from spectral line Doppler shifts.12 This allows for determin-
ing the contributions of both the magnetic field and therm
pressure gradients to the ion acceleration.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

A schematic of thez-pinch experiment is given in Fig. 1
The gas-puff system, consisting of a fast electromagn
valve and an annular nozzle~cathode!, is used to produce a
hollow cylinder of gas~R.2 cm, dR.0.5 cm! in the 1.35
cm wide anode-cathode gap, where the anode is a ho
tube, 4 cm in diameter. A high-voltage discharge circu
powered by a 25 kV, 16mF capacitor bank, produces a pea
current of 320 kA with a rise time of 1.6ms. The operating
gas throughout the present experiments was CO2, as in the
previous study.12 The pinch occurs att.620 ns ~with an
irreproducibility of .3%! relative to the beginning of the
current pulse, with the total axial current at this time bei
.220 kA, as shown by the Rogowski coil measureme
given in Fig. 1.

The diagnostic setup, also shown in Fig. 1, includes t
ultraviolet ~UV! spectroscopic systems, allowing for simu
taneous observations of a few line emissions or differ
emission polarizations along thez axis ~end-on!, along the
radius~side-on!, and along various chords of the cylindric
plasma. The two systems include a 1.26 and 1.1 m spectr
eters, both equipped with 2400 grooves/mm gratings. T
output slit of the spectrometer of one system is coupled t
fast UV-visible streak camera, operated at a sweep spee
1 ms/25 mm. A cooled 102431024-pixel CCD ~charge-
coupled device! is lens-coupled to the streak camera a
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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records its two-dimensional output image. The output of
other spectrometer is coupled via optical fibers to 12 U
visible photomultiplier tubes, the signal of which is record
by digital oscilloscopes.

In the measurements, the temporal and spectral res
tions for the different emission lines observed were de
mined by varying the averaging extent of the readout syst
Usually, the temporal resolution was 10 ns and the spec
resolution .0.1 Å, much smaller than the linewidths ob
served in this study. The spatial resolution was determi
by the dimensions of the input slit of the spectrometer.

A beam splitter was used in experiments in which t
two systems were used for simultaneous observations.
sensitivity of each system to the different polarizations w
measured using calibrated external light sources.

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Line emission in the presence of magnetic-field und
goes wavelength shiftsDl ~in Å! of the p ~linear polariza-
tion! ands ~circular polarization! components relative to th
line center, which in the weak field limit are given by

FIG. 1. A schematic of thez-pinch experiment and the diagnostic system
W, L, M , and B.S. are a window, a lens, a mirror, and a beam splitt
respectively. The polarization of the collected emission is selected by
use of a rotatablel/2 plate P. Also shown are the traces ofdI/dt ~solid
line! and the total currentI ~dashed line! measured by a Rogowski coilC
placed around the plasma.
s copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to 
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\c
$gu2gl%ml0

2,

Dls51028
m0B

\c
$gum2gl~m61!%l0

2, ~1!

whereB is the magnetic-field strength in Gauss,m0 is the
Bohr magneton (9.27310221 erg/Gauss),l0 is the wave-
length of the nonperturbed line in Å,m is the projection of
the total angular momentum, andgu and gl are the Lande`
factors of the upper and lower levels, respectively.

The main difficulty in observing Zeeman splitting of lin
emission from imploding plasmas is caused by the l
broadening due to other mechanisms, namely the Stark, D
pler, and absorption effects. It was verified that for all em
sion lines used in this study the Stark broadening~here cal-
culated using the methods described in Ref. 13! strongly
dominated the line profiles during the implosion phase. T
required the use of polarization optics in order to observe
relative contributions of thep ands components to the spec
tral widths of the observed lines, and thus to discriminate
Zeeman splitting against other broadening mechanisms.

The measurements were carried out by observing
plasma along thez axis at various radial locations. Such axi
observations were used in our previous study where, as
scribed in Ref. 12, it was shown that an ionization fro
propagates in the plasma, so that at any instant the hig
charge-state ions reside at radii larger than those of the lo
charge-state ions. It was also found that for a given rad
position the dominant charge state in the plasma rises
time. This time-dependent radial distribution of the char
state provided a complete mapping in (r ,t) of the line emis-
sion from the plasma, thus allowing for time-dependent m
surements of Zeeman splitting of spectral lines at vario
radial locations across the plasma shell to be made.

In the axial measurements, the line emission is collec
perpendicular to the magnetic-field lines, therefore both
p ands components are observed. For the selection of thp
or s components, we used a half-wave plate~see Fig. 1! to
rotate the polarization plane of the collected line emissi
and utilized the higher reflectivity of the spectrometer gr
ings for light polarized parallel to the grooves~for the spec-
tral range of interest, 2700–3900 Å, the reflectivity for t
polarization parallel to the grooves is about seven tim
higher than that for the normal polarization!.

The configuration of the observations is shown in Fig.
The vertical dimension of the spectrometer input slit is p
allel to the azimuthal dimension of the plasma region o
served. In the present study, the azimuthal and radial dim
sions of this region areDh52 mm and Dr 50.4 mm,
respectively. The magnetic field was observed for radir
>7 mm. For these conditions the curvature of the magn
field along the azimuthal dimension within the observ
plasma region had insignificant effect on the polarizat
properties of the line emission in the observation directio

The axial nonuniformity in the imploding plasma wa
studied in detail14 in order to determine the degree of unce
tainty caused by the spatial integration of the measurem
along the plasma axial dimension. This study was carried

.
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by observing the line emission from the imploding plasm
along various chords at different axial positions. In bri
these measurements showed that for the radial positions
evant for this study (r>7 mm), the plasma in the regio
near the anode implodes significantly earlier than the res
the plasma column. Consistently, at a given instant of tim
ions of a given charge state within 4 mm near the an
reside at smaller radii than those farther from the anode
can be seen in the example given in Fig. 3, where
z-dependent radial positions of the various charge-s
‘‘clouds’’ are presented fort.520 ns.

These findings are consistent with the results of the a
observations carried out in our previous study,12 the typical
example of which is presented in Fig. 4. Given in this figu
is the time-dependent line intensity of theOIV line ~3063.47
Å!, as obtained from an axial observation atr 510 mm. The
first and the second peaks of the recorded intensity co
spond to the appearance of line emission from the pla
near the anode and near the cathode, respectively. The
delay between the peaks (.70 ns) is much larger than th
integration time of the present measurements (.10 ns).
Therefore, due to this relatively long time delay between
formation of each charge state near the anode and the

FIG. 2. A schematic of the plasma region observed in thez direction.Dh
and Dr are determined by the size of the input slit of the spectrome
typical values are 2 and 0.4 mm, respectively. The radial positionr was
>7 mm throughout the measurements.

FIG. 3. An example of the results of the chord measurements. Shown
the radial positions of the various charge-state ions as a function ofz at t
5520 ns.
s copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to 
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ode, the axial measurements described below give the ra
distribution of the magnetic field only within the region o
.4 mm near the anode. The smallz-dependence in this lim-
ited region near the anode allows for reliably obtaining a
eraged values of line widths and intensities.

IV. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

First, the time-dependent radius of the outer boundary
the plasma was determined based on the radial distributio
charge state~see previous section!. At each instant the tota
light intensity, observed at a radius.0.05 cm larger than
that of the highest charge-state radial position, was foun
be orders of magnitude lower than in the plasma. The rad
at which this sharp drop in the light intensity occurs is he
referred to as ‘‘the outer radius’’R0 of the plasma. A plot of
R0 as a function of time is given in Fig. 5, showing that th
radial motion of the plasma started att.320 ns. Also given
in Fig. 5 is the boundary magnetic fieldB0(t) ~Tesla! defined
by

B0~ t !5B„r 5R0~ t !,t…50.02
I ~ t !

R0~ t !
, ~2!

obtained assuming the entire circuit currentI (t) ~kA! flows
within a cylinder bound byR0 ~cm!. It is seen in Fig. 5 that

r;

re

FIG. 4. Typical result of the time-dependent line intensity obtained in
axial observation at a given radial position. The first and the second p
correspond to line emission from the plasma regions close to the anode
to the cathode, respectively. The pinch time (.620 ns) is marked by the
vertical dashed line.

FIG. 5. The observed outer radius of the plasmaR0(t). The solid line is a
smooth curve through the data points. Also shown is the boundary
B0(t), obtained from Eq.~2! using the curves forI (t) ~given in Fig. 1! and
R0(t).
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the boundary magnetic field starts its significant rise at
.400 ns. Presented below are the results of measurem
of the magnetic-field distribution for three times~t5480,
530, and 560 ns!, selected from our time-dependent data
describe the rise of the magnetic field during the period
the radial motion of the plasma.

In the measurements, thep- and s-polarized radiation
from the same plasma volume was either collected simu
neously by the two spectroscopic systems~using a half-wave
plate for one of them, as described in the previous secti!,
or using one system, for which the two polarization comp
nents were measured in different discharges. Relative to
nonsimultaneous observations, the use of a beam splitte
the simultaneous observations resulted in lower line inte
ties and thus lower signal-to-noise ratios for each of the sp
troscopic systems. This limited the use of the simultane
observations to the intense lines, therefore, the nonsimu
neous observations were found to be preferable for mos
the measurements described below. The results of the si
taneous measurements for the strong lines, however, w
used to demonstrate the satisfactory agreement betwee
simultaneous and the nonsimultaneous observations~see be-
low!.

Figure 6 gives an example of a measurement. Shown
typical profile of thes-polarized emission ofOIV ~3s23p
transition at 3063.47 Å!, obtained in a single discharge fo
r 51.65 cm andt5480 ns. Here, the spectral and tempo
resolutions are 0.14 Å and 10 ns, respectively. The fitt
curve used in Fig. 6, as for all the data presented below
Lorentzian, consistent with the dominance of the Stark eff
in the line broadening, as found for all lines used in t
present study~the contribution of the ion temperature is to
small to affect the line profile, as shown in Ref. 15!. For the
data given in Fig. 6, the uncertainty in each point, main
resulting from the statistical fluctuations due to the limit
number of photons, is between61% to 62.5%. This gives
rise to an uncertainty of.4% in the FWHM~full width at
half maximum! of the fitted curve. The uncertainty in th
FWHM is obtained from fitting curves to the upper an
lower bounds of the error bars of each point.

In the nonsimultaneous measurements, shot-to-s

FIG. 6. Typical line-profile of theOIV 3s23p ~3063.5 Å! transition, mea-
sured atr 51.65 cm andt5480 ns. The solid line is a best-fit Lorentzian
the data~see text!.
s copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to 
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variations of.10% in the linewidths for a given radius an
time were observed, resulting from the irreproducibility
the electron density~that affects the Stark line broadening! in
the different discharges. Therefore, in order to improve
accuracy in the spectral linewidths obtained, the observat
were repeated for each radius and polarization. Averag
each data point of the spectral profile overN discharges re-
duces the uncertainty in the line FWHM by (N21)21/2. Ex-
amples of average profiles of theOIV 3s23p transition
~3063.47 Å!, obtained from 21 measurements for each pol
ization direction forr 51.65 cm andt5480 ns, are given in
Fig. 7. Each curve is a best-fit Lorentzian to the averag
profile, giving an uncertainty of62% in the line FWHM.

The fits shown in Fig. 7 give FWHM of 0.5660.01 and
0.6260.01 Å for thep ands components, respectively. Th
fitted line profiles are then compared to a computer calcu
tions of line profiles based on the Zeeman splitting of t
Stark broadened lines. In this calculation, the magnetic-fi
strength and the FWHM of the Stark broadened Lorentz
profile are used as parameters. This comparison yields t
two parameters self-consistently. For the example given
Fig. 7, the magnetic field obtained using this procedure
1.860.3 Tesla. The electron density obtained from the lin
width is discussed in detail separately15 ~for this example the
electron density inferred is 561.531017 cm23!.

Part of the results of the magnetic-field measureme
are presented in Table I. Given are the wavelengths of
observed lines and the measured values of the linewidths
the two polarizations used for the determination of the m
netic field for several times and radii. The data for ea
polarization represents an average of 20–38 discharges.
given in Table I is the distancej5R0(t)2r , which is the
radial position relative to the outer plasma boundary at ti
t.

For certain radii and times the magnetic field was det
mined using a few different emission lines. For example,

FIG. 7. Measured profiles for thes andp polarizations of theOIV 3063.5
Å line for t5480 ns, each obtained by averaging 20 repeated dischar
The uncertainties are given by the size of the data points in the figure.
FWHM of the Lorentzian fits are 0.5660.01 Å ~p! and 0.6260.01 Å ~s!.
The uncertainty in the FWHM is determined from the difference betwe
the widths of profiles fitted to the upper or lower bounds of the data poi
Here,Bu obtained is 1.860.3 Telsa.
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TABLE I. Magnetic-field strength at various times and radii, obtained from the measured spectral line profiles for thep ands emission components.r and
t are the radius and time of observation, andj is the distance from the outer radius of the plasma.l0 is the unperturbed wavelength of the line observed~the
charge state is given in brackets!. Dls and Dlp are the FWHM for thes and p polarizations, respectively, andDl0 is the unfolded zero-magnetic-field
spectral width due to Stark broadening~see text!.

r (cm) t(ns) l0(Å) Dl0(Å) Dlp(Å) Dls(Å) j~cm! Bu(T)

1.65 48063 3063.47~OIV! 0.5560.01 0.5660.01 0.6260.01 0.02 1.860.3
1.67 46364 3047.13~OIII ! 0.5060.01 0.5060.01 0.5160.01 0.15 ,0.7
1.2 50763 3047.13~OIII ! 0.4360.01 0.4360.01 0.4860.01 0.27 0.960.2
1.2 53062 3144.68~OV! 1.0060.03 1.0260.02 1.1160.02 0 3.460.3
1.05 53062 3063.47~OIV! 0.5760.01 0.5860.01 0.6360.01 0.15 1.660.2
0.85 53063 3047.13~OIII ! 0.4860.01 0.4860.01 0.5260.01 0.35 1.060.2
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magnetic-field intensity atr 51.2 cm and t5530 ns, ob-
tained from measurements of the 3144.7 Å line ofOV, gave
a value of 3.460.3 Tesla, see Table I. The values obtain
from measurements of theOV 2781.0 and 2787.0 Å lines fo
the same radius and time~not included in the table! were
3.260.3 and 3.660.4 Tesla, respectively, in a good agre
ment ~to within the error bar! with that obtained using the
3144.7 Å line.

Several measurements of theOV 3144.7 Å and the
2781.0 Å lines atr 51.2 cm andt5530 ns have been carrie
out using both spectroscopic systems, simultaneously
serving thep and s components of the line profiles. Th
value of the magnetic field obtained from both lines w
3.560.3 Tesla, which agrees with that obtained in the n
simultaneous measurements, see Table I. However, as
tioned above the simultaneous measurements, resultin
less light collected by each spectroscopic system, were
preferable for the weaker lines.

In Fig. 8 we present the radial distribution of the ma
netic field for the times 480 and 530 ns, based on the d
points given in Table I. The value of the magnetic-fie
strength att5480 ns andr 51.4 cm (j50.27 cm) is 0.7
60.35 Tesla. It was obtained from interpolation of the d
at t5463 ns andt5507 ns, where the magnetic field wa
measured atj50.15 and j50.27 cm, respectively~see
Table I!. Such an interpolation is justified, based on t
monotonic behavior and the slow variation of the magne

FIG. 8. The magnetic-field distribution in the plasma att5480 and t
5530 ns. The fitting curves are based on the solution of a 1D magnetic-
diffusion equation for each time using the plasma conductivitys as indi-
cated~see Sec. V!. The boundary fieldB0 , represented by the squares,
obtained from Fig. 5.
s copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to 
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field across the plasma shell over this time interval. A
indicated are the outer plasma radiusR0 and the fieldB0

@obtained fromR0 and the circuit current, see Eq.~2!# for
each time. It is seen that for both times the values of
magnetic field measured nearR0 agree withB0 , indicating
that most of the circuit current flows within the outer diam
eter of the plasma.

For t5560 ns, closer to the stagnation, we measured
magnetic-field strength atr 50.75 cm using line emission o
OV ions, where the outer radiusR0 at this time was 0.8 cm
determined from measurements ofOVI line emission. The
value obtained, 3.660.5 Tesla, shows that also at this tim
most of the circuit current flows within the outer diameter
the plasma@B0 calculated using Eq.~2! is .4.7 Tesla#. The
radial distribution of the magnetic field, however, could n
be determined for this time because of large uncertaintie
the spectral line profiles caused by the axial nonuniformity
the line emission.

V. DISCUSSION

The data presented above allow us to model
magnetic-field penetration into thez-pinch plasma in order to
determine the plasma electrical conductivity. To this end,
solve the magnetic diffusion equation~in which the Hall-
current term is neglected, which is justified for our plasm
density!

]B

]t
5“3~v3B!2

c2

4p
“3S 1

s
“3BD , ~3!

wherev is the particle velocity ands is the plasma conduc
tivity. Having established that most of the current in the c
cuit flows within the outer diameter (2R0) of the plasma, our
data provide the boundary conditionB0(t) for this equation,
based on the experimentally determinedI (t) andR0(t), see
Eq. ~2!. Here, we solve the equation using a single avera
value for the plasma conductivitys, and assuming a motion
less plasma. The particle velocities relative to the mov
outer boundary, measured in the plasma region in whic
significant magnetic field is observed, were.3•106 cm/s
~see Ref. 12!. The neglect of these velocities is estimated
give rise to an uncertainty of factor<2 in the value of the
plasma conductivity inferred below. In addition, planar g
ometry is employed, since for the times and the radial reg
presently considered the neglect of the cylindrical terms
estimated to little affect the solution.

ld
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Based on these assumptions, Eq.~3! can now be written
in its simplified form

]Bu

]t
5

c2

4ps

]2Bu

]j2 ,
~4!

Bu~j,0!50, Bu~j50,t !5B0~ t !,

wherej5R0(t)2r . We assume a finite thickness~slab! ge-
ometry, 0,j, l , where l is the thickness of the plasm
shell. For an arbitrary boundary conditionB0(t) and constant
conductivity, the solution is16

B~j,t !5
As

c E
0

t B0~t!

~ t2t!3/2

3 (
n52`

1` H ~j12nl !expF2
ps~j12nl !2

c2~ t2t! G J dt,

~5!

wheret is the time of observation. Solving for various valu
of the shell thicknessl , it was found that the solution is
insensitive tol>0.5 cm. For the solution described belo
we usedl 50.7 cm, since this was the measured thicknes
the plasma shell for all the times at which a significant m
netic field was observed~t.400 ms, see Fig. 5!, i.e., the
times that most contribute to the integral in Eq.~5!.

Numerical solutions of Eq.~5!, using the plasma conduc
tivity s as a parameter, were used to fit the measu
magnetic-field distributions for various times during the im
plosion, in order to determine the experimental value ofs.
For example, given in Fig. 9 is the field distribution fort
5530 ns, together with solutions usings-values that fit the
upper and lower bounds of the error bars of the data poi
It is seen that for this example, as for all times during t
implosion, the data accuracy allows for determinings to
within a factor of .2. In Fig. 8 we present examples o
best-fit solutions for the magnetic-field distributions fort
5480 and t5530 ns, giving s52.861.031014 s21 (3.1
61.13104 Ohm21 m21) and s52.460.431014 s21 (2.7
60.43104 Ohm21 m21), respectively. The resultant ski

FIG. 9. Solutions of the magnetic diffusion equation usings52.031014 s21

~dotted line! ands52.831014 s21 ~dashed line!, both calculated fort5530
ns, together with the experimental data points for this time.
s copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to 
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depth, defined as thee-fold decrease in the field intensity, i
0.2460.05 cm for t5480 ns and 0.2360.02 cm for t
5530 ns.

We now compare these best-fit values fors to the
Spitzer value, known from an independent determination
the radial distributions of the electron temperature and
charge state in the plasma.15 At t5530 ns, for example,Te

obtained was between 561 eV in the inner region of the
plasma ~determined from lines ofOII that dominate the
plasma at this region! and 1362 eV in the outer region of the
plasma~dominated byOV!. The Spitzer conductivity ob-
tained from such data was found to vary by;50% across
the plasma shell for all times of interest, giving an averag
value of s.(1.960.6)31014 s21 (2.160.73104 Ohm21

m21). This value is in good agreement with the values o
tained from the fits to the experimental data, in which
single-value for the conductivity was assumed in the solut
of Eq. ~3!, as said above. It is therefore concluded that dur
the early implosion the plasma conductivity is nearly Spitz
This conclusion is expected on theoretical grounds in
absence of ion acoustic17 and lower hybrid18 instabilities,
which probably results from the high plasma collisionality

Using the experimental results given above, toget
with the results of our previous study,12 it is now possible to
determine the radial acceleration of ions across the pla
shell, and further to obtain the thermal pressure gradient
function of time and radius. It is shown in Ref. 12 that o
data allow for following the velocity rise of a fluid elemen
as it ionizes into higher charge states, since the time i
encountered by the ionization front that moves radially
ward ahead of the imploding shell. Then, using the pres
results, we calculate theJ3B forces acting on this fluid ele
ment as it moves across the plasma shell. The tim
dependent ion acceleration due to the thermal pressure
dient is then obtained by subtracting the contribution of
J3B forces from the total radial acceleration of the ions.

Consider a gas element denoted by a subscripta, resid-
ing at r 05r (t0), where t0 is the time the gas element i
encountered by the ionization front and is ionized into sin
charged ions. The radial positionr (t) of the fluid element at
time t is given by

r ~ t !5r ~ t0!1E
t0

t

va„r ~ t8!,t8…dt8. ~6!

Hereva(r (t8),t8) is the measured radial velocity of ions o
the fluid elementa. The J3B force acting on an ion in the
fluid element is described by

FR~r ,t !5
1

cna~r ,t !
Jz~r ,t !•Bu~r ,t !

5
Za~ t !

cne~r ,t !
Jz~r ,t !•Bu~r ,t !, ~7!

wherena is the ion density, andZa(t) is the time dependen
effective charge of the fluid element considered. The va
tion in time ofZa is given by the measurements described
Ref. 12. The electron density across the plasma shell
determined from the Stark broadening of spectral line p
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files, as described in Ref. 15. This allowsFR(r ,t) to be cal-
culated, thus giving the ion radial velocityVa that would
have resulted only from theJ3B forces, at timest.t0

Va~r ~ t !,t !5E
t0

t dt

mi
FR„r ~t!,t…, ~8!

wheremi is the ion mass andr (t) is the radial position of
the fluid element at timet. Example of the histories ofVa

andva for a fluid element that is encountered by the ioniz
tion front at t5470 ns andr 51.35 cm are shown in Fig
10~a!. Given in Fig. 10~b! are the time-dependent total acce
eration of the fluid elementatot , and the acceleration due t
the magnetic pressureaJ3B, both obtained from the velocity
curves in Fig. 10~a!. It is seen that untilt.520 ns, when the
ions are still relatively far from the outer boundary of th
plasma, the radial acceleration due to theJ3B force is neg-
ligible, i.e., the ion acceleration is caused by the therm
pressure. The average value of the thermal pressure gra
for 480,t,540 ns is“P5mini@atot2aJ3B#;53108 dyn/

FIG. 10. ~a! Measured velocity of a fluid element that is encountered by
ionization front att5470 ns andr 51.35 cm, obtained from the previousl
measured~Ref. 12! radial velocities of the various charge state ions acr
the plasma shell. The dotted line is a smooth monotonic curve through
data points. The dashed line is the calculated accumulated contributio
the J3B forces in the plasma to the time-dependent velocity of the sa
fluid element. For completeness we indicate by the arrows the times an
corresponding radial locations at which this fluid element is dominated
the respective ionization stages.~b! The total radial acceleration as a fun
tion of time of the fluid element~solid line!, together with the calculated
radial acceleration only due to theJ3B forces~dashed line!. Both curves
are obtained by derivation of the velocity curves given in~a!.
s copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to 
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cm3. The magnetic pressure becomes dominant@aJ3B;atot ,
see Fig. 10~b!# at later times, when the particles are high
ionized and are located closer to the outer boundary of
plasma. For example, att.535 ns, theOV ions, mainly ac-
celerated by the magnetic pressure, are located ar
51.1 cm, where the outer boundaryR0 is at 1.15 cm.

Following this procedure for different fluid cells it i
possible to obtain a complete mapping (r ,t) of the thermal
pressure across the plasma shell. This, together with a hy
dynamic modeling and a detailed study of the energy bala
in the z-pinch plasma, will be presented in a separate pu
cation.

VI. SUMMARY

We have determined the radial distribution of the ma
netic field as a function of time during the implosion pha
of a CO2 gas-puffz-pinch plasma by observing the contribu
tion of the Zeeman effect to the line-emission spectral p
files of various charge-state oxygen ions across the pla
shell. Since the line profiles are dominated by Stark bro
ening, polarization spectroscopy and high-accuracy li
profile measurements were required. It was found that m
of the circuit current flows through the imploding plasm
and that the field penetration into the plasma can be satis
torily explained based on classical diffusion. It is also sho
that the experimental determination of the time-depend
magnetic-field distribution in the plasma, together with t
ion radial velocities measured from line Doppler shifts, allo
for obtaining the thermal pressure gradient in the plasm
Furthermore, the current density distribution and the elec
cal conductivity obtained from the time-dependent magne
field distribution allow for the determination of the Jou
heating rate across the plasma shell. The experimentally
termined time-dependent radial distributions of the vario
heating terms are currently being compared to the result
collisional-radiative and magnetohydrodynamic calculatio
and will be presented in detail in a future study.

We believe that spatially resolved measurements, ba
on the observation of Zeeman splitting at various spec
ranges, can be useful for studying the interaction betw
dense plasmas and strong magnetic fields in various pul
power experiments.
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